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Basic English Grammar: For English Language Learners: Book 1Saddleback Educational, 2007


	Grammar is a very old field of study. Did you know that the

	sentence was first divided into subject and verb by Plato,

	the famed philosopher from ancient Greece? That was

	about 2,400 years ago! Ever since then, students all over

	the world have found it worthwhile to study the structure

	of words and sentences. Why? Because...
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Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum Systems describes and analyses the basic concepts of the combination of multi-carrier transmission with spread spectrum (MC-SS). The various architectures and the different detection strategies are examined in some depth. Techniques for capacity and flexibility enhancement of multi-carrier systems such as...
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Creating and Digitizing Language Corpora, Volume 2: Diachronic DatabasesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
A range of electronic corpora has become increasingly accessible via the WWW and CD-ROM. This development coincided with improvements in the standards governing the collecting, encoding and archiving of such data. Less attention, however, has been paid to making other types of digital data available. This is especially true of that which one might...
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Video Coding for Mobile Communications: Efficiency, Complexity and Resilience (Signal Processing and its Applications)Academic Press, 2002
This book concentrates on three main challenges of video coding for mobile communications: higher coding efficiency, reduced computational complexity, and improved error resilience. Unlike other high level books and articles that focus on individual aspects in this field, this book has been designed as a quick, easy, and practical introduction to...
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Creating and Digitizing Language Corpora, Volume 1: Synchronic DatabasesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
A range of electronic corpora has become increasingly accessible via the WWW and CD-ROM. This development coincided with improvements in the standards governing the collecting, encoding and archiving of such data. Less attention, however, has been paid to making other types of digital data available. This is especially true of that which one might...
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Computational Intelligence: Methods and TechniquesSpringer, 2008
This book focuses on various techniques of computational intelligence, both single ones and those which form hybrid methods. Those techniques are today commonly applied issues of artificial intelligence, e.g. to process speech and natural language, build expert systems and robots. The first part of the book presents methods of knowledge...
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GSM Switching, Services, and ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"...it misses the explanation of why GSM is composed as it is and as a  result mostly has value as a reference work."   -- IEE Review March, 1999   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 

       Since the publication of the first edition the number of GSM subscribers has...
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Windows 8.1: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Windows 8.1 continues the evolution of the most radical redesign in Microsoft’s history. It combines the familiar Windows desktop with a new, touchscreen-friendly world of tiles and full-screen apps. Luckily, David Pogue is back to help you make sense of it—with humor, authority, and 500 illustrations.

	
		The...
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The Introverted Presenter: Ten Steps for Preparing and Delivering Successful PresentationsApress, 2015

	The introvert is a personality type that draws energy from the outside inward. According to standard personality testing assessments, most people are introverts and no group is more introverted than technical professionals. Introverts are congenitally programmed to recoil from the prospect of public speaking with fear and loathing, yet making...
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Introduction to PragmaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Introduction to Pragmatics guides students throughtraditional and new approaches in the field, focusing particularlyon phenomena at the elusive semantics/pragmatics boundary toexplore the role of context in linguistic communication.

	
		Offers students an accessible introduction and an up-to-datesurvey of the field,...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too ...
Windows XP is the undisputed market leader among operating systems, and the enhancements and security improvements in Service Pack 2 made it even better. So if you already know how to turn on a PC and use a mouse, here's the place to learn how to use every fabulous feature of Windows XP. Let an...
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Information Security for Automatic Speaker IdentificationSpringer, 2011


	Speaker identification is a widely used technique in several security

	systems. In remote access systems, speaker utterances are recoded and

	communicated through a communication channel to a receiver that performs the

	identification process. Speaker identification is based on characterizing each

	speaker with a set of features...
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